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Gentlemen

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(11), enclosed is a supplemental
report concerning the capability of the of fsite power source to meet the
requirements of General Design Criterion 17. This supplement is being
submitted to report the results of the root cause analysis and plans for
long term corrective actions.
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On October 5, 1991, an AND Engineering evaluation identified specific conditions
which could jeopardize the capability of an offsite power source to meet the
requirements of General Design Criterion 17 for ANO-1 and ANO-2. It was determined
that during peak summertime load conditions the 161KV offsite power source (Startup ,

_ Transformer 2) might not be able to maintain adequate voltage to ANO loads during
accident conditions with both units off line and the 500KV power source
(autotransformer)_ unavailable.- The impact of increased 161KV grid loading with time
was not identified due to the failure to incorporate liillstone Degraded Grid Voltage
requirements into Entergy transmission system review criteria. Short term i

corrective actions included placing the feeder breakers from Startup Transformer 2
in the " Pull to Lock" position, which prevents it from automatically picking up ANO
loads due to loss of power to the 6.9KV or 4.16KV buses. Procedural guidance was
also implemented to restrict the loading of Startup Transforver 2 when the 500KV
source is unavailable to ensure its capability to sui. ply adequate voltage to eafety
loads. Long term corrective actions will include the installation of capacitor
banks near ANO and voltage tap changes on transmission system and ANO transformers. ;

This report is also intended te meet the special reporting requirements of ANO-1'

Technical Specification 3. 7.2.11.
,
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A. Plant Status

At the time this condition was identiflod, Arkansns Nuclear Ono Unit Ono (ANO-1)
and Unit Two (AND-2) were operating at approximat ely 100 percent of rated power.

B. Event Description

On October 5, 1991, an ANO Engineering evaluation identified specific conditions
which conid jeopardize the capability of an offsite power source to meet the
requirements of Geitoral Design Criterion 17 (ODC-17) for ANO-1 and ANO-2.

i

Elect ric power is supplied to the ANO svitchyard by five separate transmission
lines. Throo lines, one from thn Habnivale substation, one from the Tt. Smith
substation -and one from the ?tayflower substation, feed the 500KV ring bus. The ,

remaining two lines, one from the Russellvillo East substation and tho other
from the fiorritton East substation, feed the 161KV ring bus. Two physically
independent circuits with startup transformers sized to carry full plant
essential loads are provided from the station nwitchyard to thn onsito i

'

electrical distribution system. Startup Transformer 2 (S/U-1) ar.d Startuf
Transformer 3 (S/U-31 are supplied by the autotransformer bank from the 500KV
bus. Startup Transformer 2 (S/U-2)', which is supplied 1y thn 161KV ring bus,
serves as a second source of power for both units. This transformer has an auto
transfer featuro which enables it to pick up loads .aut.omatically from Startup
Transformer 1 or 3 f f pour is lost to either ut.it's 6.9KV or 4.16KV buses.
During normal plant opnration, onsite power is supplied by each unit's main
generator via its respectivo auxiliary transformer. If a plant trip occurs, the
unit's loads are " fast transferred" to its respective startup transformer (S/U-l
for AND-1, S/U-3 for ANO-2). If the 500KV autotransiormer worn to become
unavailable, offsite power coubi still be suppiled by S/U-2 cither
automatically, if auto transfer is selected, or manually.

~

While investigating the implicat.fons of NRC Information Notice 89-83, AND
Engineering personnel identified that offsito grid loading on the Arkansas Power
and Light (AP&L) 161KV system had increased to the point that rennalysis of tho i

'

' ability of the system to carry ANO loads on S/U-2-was necessary. Early
-ir"lications of the analysis were that, with the ANO 500KV autotruasformer out of
service and minimal or no credit taken for support from local hydro generation,
unacceptably low voltages could result at the primary connection to S/U-2.
Since a review of NRC correspondenco indicated that AN0's commitments regarding
minimum contingencies to-be analyr.ed implied that credit for local hydro ,

generation was taken during licensing of the tiillstono degraded grid inaues,
additional research was initiated to establish what design basis assumptions ,

should_bo cpplied to more accurately reflect the current condition. Also, loads
required to be assumed in-the scenarios dictated by AN0's commitments regarding
compliance with GDC-17 and degraded grid conditions were reviewed.

.

'

'
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During the wook of September 30, 1991, af ter calidation of the loads on the
161KV system and the associatml load flow analyson woro completed. It appeared -

that thoro was a problem with maintenanco of design basis loading of S/U-2
assunini; the loss of the 500KV autetransformer wite bot.h units off lino unless
crudit could be taken for dispatcher actf.on within the timo limits allowod by
GDC-17. On October 4,1991, ANO was notified by the Entergy System Operations

,

: Contor that following loss of the 500KY autotransformer with both units off lino -

during load conMLionn at or below those expected to occur prior to the summer
of 1992, the dispatcher could respond an nocessary to maintain the 161KV system
voltage at acceptable lovela until the autotransformer was returned to servico
or both ANO units were safely shutdown. On October 5, 1991. ANO rece b d |'

communication from the System Operations Contor stating that expected st.amortimo
peak loads would rondor thom unable to maintain the required 161KV at the S/U-2 ;

primary windings if _the 500KV autotransformer worn to becomo unavailable while
'

'

both ANO units woro off lino.

C. Root Cause
.,

The root cause ovaluntloa of this condition identified soveral contributory
,

causal factorn. A review of AN0's Hillstono Degraded Grid Voltage Analysis,
which was accepted by the NRC in December, 1979, and the associated
correspondence with % o NRC indicated that no attempt. was made to quantify how ,

many yearu into the futuro the required minimum offsite voltage levels could be -

maintained beforo additional improvements to the transmission system would
becomo nocessary. In additdon, there was no formal proceduro established
between AND Ergineering and Transmiasion System planning which required periodic
review of tho transmission network to assure that the of fsito voltage leveln

required by ANO worn bolag maintained.- The transmission planning eng1noors at .

AP&h performed annual studici and recommended noconnary improvements to assure
that adequato voltages, as defined by Entergy critoria, woro maintained on the
transmission system. Ilowevor, since the Hillstono offsito voltage requirements
are considerably more reatrictive than Entorgy critoria, those reviews woro not.
offective in preventing the identified degraded voltage condition.

D. Correctivo Actions

Although the current Entergy hystem conditions as well as the projected loads-
through the wintor months are suf ficiently low to ensure acceptable voltage to
the units via S/U-2 ff the postulated event woro to occur, ANO has implemented
procedural _cnd operational guidance to guaranton that acceptablo loading of

_

S/U-2 will not be exceeded. This guidanco includes the stipulation that_tho
control switches for the foodor breakors from S/U-2 to both units shall be
maintcined in tho" Pull to Lock" position except under carefully analynd'

-conditions. This position disablos the auto transfer function of S/U-2 and -a

allows selective manual 17ading of the transformer. The auto transfer ft.nction
is not a design requirement and is not required to bo operable by oither unft's

t
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Techr.ical Specifications. procedural guider.cc was also implemented to restrict
the loading of S/U-2 when the autotransformer is unavailablo to ensure its
capability to supply safety loads.

Additionally, diroch es have been developed and issued to Entergy System
dispatchers regarding restoration of 161KV to the ANO switchyard should thu
500KV autotronsformor becomo unavailable. These dirnctivos provide details for-

implementing the following actions:

1. Roquest the Southwestern Power Aaministration to provido maximum watt and var ,

support from Dardanelle hydro generat Jon located near the site. This
generation is expected to be on-line in less than ten minutes.

2. If the hydro genotation is unavailable and ANO operators requent that safety1

loads be energir.ed f rom S/U-2, the dispatchcra will take actions to shed lead_

.at prodotormined substations to restoin the 161KV yard to the required
voltage.

The long term plans for corrective actions rotated to operation during aummer-
loading conditions include the following:

1. Voltage tap changes worn completed on the 4160/480 VAC load conter
transformers serving the 1E safety loads of both ANO-1 and ANO-2 to increano
voltage on the 480 VAC safety buses. The tap changes for ANO-1 worn
completed during refueling outage 1R10, which is currently in progress. The
tap changes for ANO-2 were completed on tierch 10, 1992.

2. A 161KV transmission capacitor bank will-bo installed near ANO by tiny 1-,
1992. This capacitor bank is adequato to address projected summer peak
ponditions.in conjunction with administrativa procedures which have been
provided to the transmission syst.nm dispatcher. The installation _of a second
capacitor bank which would 011minato the need for procedural control of load
shodding is also bning considered.

3. Addit ional voltage tap changes on the transmission system 500/115KV
,

autotransformers at the Mayflower substation wil3 be completed, as necessary.
These changes are expected to be completed by May 1, 1992.

These actions allow the deliverance of acceptable voltages to the 1E safety
loads no they could perform their required safety functions when the offsitn
voltages are at their minimum expected level (upon loss of the 500/161KV
autotransformer during summer peak load conditions). Performance of thess
actions will maintain adequate voltago invols to the 1E safety buses for an
estimat id 3-5 yeats. As transmission area loads continua to grow, a periodic
roovaluation of the resultant offsite voltagon will be required to determine
when additional actions will be required to maintain adequate offsitn voltages.

.

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - -
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To assure that transmiasion area load growth does not again result in inadequate
of fsite voltago levain, ANO Design Engineering will require a reevaluation of
the offsito voltage 1cvois every two years.

E. Safety Significance

Although this condition is outsido the plants' design basin its sofotys

significanco is minimized considering the extremely low probability of the
-combination of influres that must occur to create the postulated sustained

degraded voltago conditions. A loss of the 500KV system or the autotransformer
must occur during summer peak load conditions concurrent with the failure of the
onsite power systems _for both units which include four Emergency Diesel
Generators.

--The rnduced safety significance of this postulated scenario is discussed further
in the answers to subsequent NRC questions listed below.

s. What in the acceptability of continued operation of ANO should the 500KV
system be lost? Is chis adequato and what are the bases for adequacy?

The Entergy Corporation $00KV transmission system is the backbone of the
offsito power grid in Arkansas. The completo loss of the 500KV system would
require multiple failures or grid stability problems that would be indicatiso
of total loss of the grid. Any single contingency event, including but not
limited to the loss of the ANO autottansformer, would not cause a loss of the
entiro 500KV systom. Grid stability analysis work dono recently by the
Entergy transmission planning department demonstrated that single contingency

-

events such as generating unit triph or f aults will not cauno widespread grid
disturbances or a transmission system blackout. The 500KV system is required
to support the 161KV system at other intertie points in order to provide
acceptable voltages at the primary of S/U-2 f f the ANO autotransformer is out
of service, llowever, the loss of a single 500KV line or a fault in the ANO
500KV switchyard not associated with the autotransformer would not result in
the loss of the 500KV feed to the autot ransformor. Similarly, the loss of a

singlo 500KV line or a fault in the ASO switchyard not involving a generating
unit will not of itself cause an cperating unit to trip as long as-its
auxiliaries are being fed from the unit auxiliary transformer (the normal
operating source).

4
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The loss of the entire 500KV systen. would require the isnmedlec;e shutdown of
both ANO units since they are connected via their respective rain step-upe

transformere directly to the 500KV switchyard and would have na transmission'

corridor for their outgoing power. The loss of the 500KV connection to the
ANO autotransformer would require both units to enter their respective

,

Technical- Specifications action statements associated with loss of one of
their two required sources of offsite power. This design is considered
adequate in that it meets the requirements of GDC-17 and any conditions which
jeopardize this capability are appropriately included in Technical
Specifications Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) for both units.

b. provide., assurance that the condition * that could render the 161KV system
inoperable have been identified. What are the corrective action plans in
place to correct the conditions?

Several conditions have been identified which could affect the operability of
the 161KV system as it relates to the requirement to supply power to the ,

primary of S/U-2 at sufficiently high voltage to accomplish its safety
function. These conditjons can be segregated into two categories, normal and
abnormal. Normal conditions are those which are enveloped by previous
analysis and administrative measures in place, whose occurrence would not
render S/U-2 inoperable and therefore would not require entry into Technical

.

Specifications action statomonts. Txampics are operation of the 161KV system
within analyzed liinits , including contingencies to allow for normal
maintenance outages under selected conditions and anticipated limited impact
outages due to equipment failures. Abnormal events include operation of the

161KV system outside analyzed limitr of load, network configuration, ori
-

equipment outages which would render the system incapable of being configured
r9pidly to supply necessary power and voltage at S/U-2. Such a situation ,

would require notification of ANO personnel so that the appropriate technical
specifications actions may be taken in a manner consistent with applicable
LCOs. The capability to supply the safety loads of both units of ANO within ,

the time required to meet the requirements of GDC-17 (discussed in C. below)
is the key to operability of S/U-2, since credit is being taken for it as a
delayed manual access source to meet GDC-17.

If an abnormal event were to occur or if an LCO had to be entered to perform
maintenance that could not be reasonably performed without entering an LCO
(such as maintenance of S/U-2 itself) th~e overy effort would be made to exit
such a-condition prior to expiration of the allowed time. '

c. During peak load conditions sufficient volteac would not be available on the-
161KV syst em. Are plans in place to restore the voltage if needed and what
are the long term plans for corrective action?

1

L
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Analyses to dato indicate that had the autotransformer been lost during ;

summer peak conditions in the past, the 161KV system might not have been i

capable of supplying the safety loads of both ANO units as required by GDC-17 |
unless local hydro generation was available and dispatcher actions were taken l

to shed some 161KV system load. At all other tiens the system was capable of
'

restoring the 161KV voltage at ANO within a time consistent with the
requirements of GDC-17. (See Section D for short and long term corrective

lactions.) I
.

d. Ilow does ANO comply with Technical Specifications concerning tart-up
Transformer #2 and GDCs 5 and 177

Both ANO units have Lechhical specifications requiring the operability of
onsite and offsite power sources. These specifications havo LCOs which
establish allowable operating time with either or both sources of offsite J

power required to satisfy GDC-17 inoperable. Nolther ANO unit is normally
connected to these sources when operating at power. Their operability can be
cons!dered as their ability to supply necessary safety loads in a time frue
consistent with the requirements of GDC-17 for each sourco. Ono sonce is
required "to be available within seconds following a loss of coolant
accident". For ANO this source is supplied via the 22KV tortfary winding of
the ANO autotransformer. A fast transfer from the normal supply to this

source typically takes place within a few cycles. A dead bua transfer
,~

capability is present that can be accomplished within approximately two
seconds should tha fast transfer fail. Should the dead bus transfer be
unsuccessful or insufficient voltage be present, the safety busos will
disconnect from offsito power and be sequenced onto the diesel generators. -

The second source is required "to be available in sufficient time following a
loss of all onsito ... and the other offsite" source to " assure that
specified fuel design limits and design conditions of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary are not exceeded." This source for both ANO units is S/t'-2
fed from the 161KV switchyard bus. ANO has reviewed the station blackout
c9 ping capability of both units most recently in its subenittal of 1989. This
work established that both ANO units had sufficient capability to cope with a
loss of all AC power for at lenst one hour. Thornfore, we have concluded
that a delay of 30 minutes or less in establishing delayed manual access to
S/U-2 is an appropriate time for consideration of the ability of this source
to satisfy the requirements of GDC-17. As stated above, ANO estimates that
it will be able to completo actions to restore vollege to S/l. 2 within 105
minutes of the- declaration of the need to do so if the autotransfomer were
concurrently unavailable. The independence required by GDC-17 between these
sources is addressed in the last paragraph of GDC-17. Provisions have been
included in the design to minimize the probability of losing electric power
from any of the remaining supplies as a result of, or coincident with, the
loss of power generated by the nuclear unit, the loss of the transmission
network, or the loss of power from the onsito 01cetric power supplies.

._ _ , - . . _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _.d.~ _ - . . . _ _ _ _ _ , _ . . _ _
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Whether the nuclear unit auxiliaries are operating on their unit auxiliary
transformer or their 22KV fed startup transformer the trip of the nuclent
unit will not cause the 500KV system or the ANO autotransformer to fall.
Neither will it af fect the dicsol generators or the source from S/U-2. AN0's
grid stability analysis supports this.

The loss of power from thu transmission network will cause operuting units to
trip and tne loss of both ofisits supplies, liowever, the onsite supplies
will La unaffected by the loss of offsite and generating unit power by virtue -

of the design of the loss of voltage and degraded voltage relaying and the
separation of the safety buses from the offsite supplies. This capability is

assured by the analyzed response of the units to previously evaluated loss of
offsite power events. The loss of power from the onsite electric power
supplies will require delayed manual access to S/U-2 in the event that the z

other offsite source is unavailabic.. Necessary procedures are in place at
ANJ nd the Entergy system dispatch center to accomplish these functions.

GDC-5 requues that systems important to safety cannot be shared if such
sharing would significantly impair their ability to perform their safety
functions, including an accident in one unit and an orderly shutdown and
cooldown of the other. Our analysis of S/U-2 loading demonstrates that
sufficient voltage will be available following dispatcher action to power the
safety loads of both ANO units assuming an accident on one unit and normal
" Loss of Offsite Power" loads of the other. This meets or exceeds the
requirements of GDC-5 and is consistent. with our previous statements
regarding shared loading of S/U-2.

*

F.- Basis For Reportability

The inability of the 161KV system (including S/U-2) to provide adequate vo3tage
during summer peak load conditions is contrary to the requirements of GDC-17

.

which stipulates that each of the two physically independent offsite power
sources shall be-capable of providing power sufficient to permit functioning of
structures, systems and components important to plant safety considering the
loss of all onsite AC power supplies as well as the other offsite source. i

'

Therefore, this condition is considered reportable pursuant to
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(11)(B) as a condition outside the design basis of the plant.

!

ANO-1 Technical Specification 3.7.1.G requires that. load shedding circuitry be
operable if S/U-2 is selected for auto transfer. Technical Specification
3.7.2.11 stipulates that if % 7.1.G cannot be met the feeder breakers from S/U-2
must be placed in " Pull to Lock" and, if the load shedding circuitry is not
returned to operable status in 30 days, a special report shall be submitted
within 30 days discussing plans for repair. On October 3, 1991 ANO-1-

_

conservatively declared the load shedding circuitry inoperable and placed the
S/U-2 feeder breakers in " Pull to Lock". This report is also intended to
satisfy tlie special reporting requirements of Technical Specification 3.7.2.11.

?

_. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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O. Additional Information
:
1

Energy Industry Information Systems (Ells) codes are identified in the text as 1

I

(XX].

,

I
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